Abstract. The profound and extensive influence of Spencer's thought is now generating a good deal of analysis, as is his contribution to evolutionist philosophy, to pedagogy, ethics, and anthropology. The aim of this paper is to highlight the importance of Spencer's theoretical work on economic thought. It also analyses the way in which this work was discussed and interpreted by the Italian economists at the turn of the 19th Century. In particular, it investigates the influence of Spencer's theory of evolution for the thought of Maffeo Pantaleoni (1857-1924) and Francesco Saverio Nitti . These two very representative Italian scholars, both belonging to the liberal-radical political area, were nevertheless on opposite sides for their economic methodology and the issue of government intervention in the economy. However, they both found their divergent inspiration in Spencer. Extending the study of the reception of his work to the Italian sociologists, it explains how, from those same theories, two diametrically opposed visions and perspectives on social development could arise.
Introduction
By the 1930s the contribution of Herbert Spencer (1820 Spencer ( -1903 to sociological thought was considered quite out of date. In 1937, Talcott Parsons felt confident enough to state baldly: "Spencer is dead" ([1937] 1949: 3) . And yet there has been a revival of interest in his work. The influence of Spencer's thought is now generating a good deal of analysis; and his contribution to evolutionist philosophy, to pedagogy, ethics, and anthropology, is also being studied 1 . However, the impact of Spencer's theoretical work on economic thought has been surprisingly neglected.
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the historiography on Spencer's influence on economics as a discipline, and on his reception in Italy. We believe it is important to provide a new study for these areas of research for at least two good reasons, both referable to the general theme of the relevance of the intellectual context in the elaboration of economic theory. In this case we are referring in particular to the fact that Spencer's ideas strongly characterized the cultural environment in which the ideas of the economists of two generations were developed.
The first reason for this study concerns the vision, i.e. the ideological bias, which conditioned the directions taken by the research of these two generations of economists: as we shall be explaining below, it was based on an evolutionist philosophical outlook. Evolution was of course a pivotal concept in the age of positivism 2 , and we recall that according to Schumpeter ([1954] 1966: 415) , it was actually Spencer's theory of social evolution, in addition to Comte's sociology, which in that era provided a body of thought both anti-metaphysical ("positivist" in Schumpeter's own words), and universal 3 . We shall also be pointing out that this same evolutionist vision was shared by the late classical economists and the marginalists, despite their much better known conflicting differences; it will be the neoclassical economics which came afterwards that turned out to be incompatible, at least until more recent times, with this idea of evolution.
The second reason why we believe it is important to provide this analysis lies in the fact that the case of Spencer is a perfect example of those theoretical innovations in economics which start from developments in related disciplines (Schumpeter's "neighboring fields") 4 . His name is in fact present in the path-breaking contributions of the economists of the time who were exploring new directions in research, imitating methods and acquiring categories not just from sociology, but 1 One example among others is Turner (1985) . Parsons' sentence, quoted in the text, is echoed by Zafirovsky's title (2000) : "Spencer is dead, long live Spencer". 2 The positivism we refer to is not the one dealt with by Caldwell (2012) . The period from the last decades of the nineteenth century up until the First World War is often called the age of positivism. However, this definition is less widespread in the Anglo-Saxon world, see Caponigri (1971, IV: 191) . R.B. Ekelund, Jr. and E.S. Olsen (1973) examine the influence of Comte's positivism on Mill and Cairnes, but without citing Spencer. 3 On the relation between evolutionism and religion in this era see Leonard (2011) . 4 As is well known, the evolutionist idea opened up new paths for research in many other disciplines. also biology 5 . Spencer therefore occupies a place of honor in the intellectual context of that age, having provided the economists with two of the essential premises for the inquiry into new paths of research: a new vision, and a new methodological model 6 .
We mention here very briefly that Spencer's theory of evolution was set out in his Social Statics (1851), in A Theory of Population (1852) , in Psychology (1855), and in its complete form in "Progress: Its Law and Cause" (1857); he therefore preceded Darwin, whose Origin of Species came out in 1859, and who extended his theory to society in 1871 in The Descent of Man. Despite their well known differences 7 , Darwin and Spencer were full of praise for each other on various occasions, citing each other on many grounds. Today the new directions in economic research which employ biological categories trace their roots back to Darwin 8 , not to Spencer, whose name in the area of economics is by now "largely ignored" 9 . Therefore, an approach "in retrospect" 10 would suggest studying Darwin's influence on the economists, not Spencer's; nevertheless, in the age under examination here, it was Spencer the economists cited, not Darwin 11 .
After a historiographical section ( §2), we briefly set out Spencer's theory of evolution ( § 3).
Then, we summarize the Italian historical and theoretical context in those years ( § 4) , and we analyze the ideas which derive the most from Spencer's theory, first in Pantaleoni ( § 5), and then in Nitti ( § 6) . Finally ( § 7) we explain how, from that same theory, two diametrically opposed visions and perspectives on social development arose.
Spencer and economic thought
As mentioned above, one of the aims of this paper is to contribute to the historiography on Spencer's influence on the economists. Is there a good reason for analyzing the place Spencer occupies in economic thought? To answer this question, we first check out whether there is anything on economic subjects in Spencer's own work, since as is well known he was not an economist. 5 Bannister (1979: 34) points out that "In 1875 the economist John Elliott Cairnes charged that Spencer 'transferred laws of physiology (including the 'survival of the fittest') to the domain of social science'". Levy and Peart (2009: 35) also show that "biology entered into economics by way of Herbert Spencer", with The Economist used as the "network through which social Darwinism flowed into economics" (31). 6 According to Levy and Peart (2009: 35) he had also provided "a new foundation for economic ethics". 7 There is a wealth of literature on the advisability of attributing to Spencer the label of social darwinist, and on what the differences are between his theory and Darwin's (Bannister 1979; Hawkins 1997; Hodgson 2004; Levy 2004 and . For an excellent review of the literature see Weikart (2009) . 8 Darwin is evoked both within mainstream economics (Frank 2011) , and from a critical perspective (Rosenberg 2014) . 9 We quote here from the entry of the New Palgrave on Spencer, written by Donnelly (1987: 437) , striking for its extreme brevity. 10 By this expression we mean its original sense of the study of the history inspired by contemporary economics (Blaug 1962) . 11 Hodgson (1993: 407) demonstrates this, referring also to other literature. In addition, this emerges from Morgan (1993: 579) .
As sub-editor of The Economist for five years, one might expect to find some specifically economic writings of his, but apparently in that position he "wrote neither editorials nor reviews" (Francis 1978: 320) . Moreover, we have to consider that "the word 'economics' … does not appear in the title of any of his published works" (Laurent 2004: 61) . And yet already in 1891, when Spencer was still active, William C. Owen published The Economics of Herbert Spencer, a book which was the first of a series of interpretations of his works from an economic perspective. What were the subjects attributed to him in this area? For Owen, an evolutionist socialist, Spencer's economics took in: land policy, free market orientation, ethics, the theory of egoism, and his opposition to socialism 12 . In addition to Owen's book (1891), Spencer's economic thought is also set out in the old Palgrave: the author of the entry on him (Tedder [1894 (Tedder [ -99] 1925 ) recalls Spencer's early reading of Adam Smith and the "many points of contact" of his ethics with that of the father of political economy, such as sympathy, moral sense, liberalism, free market, free trade, etc.; he focuses also on Spencer's conviction about the "coincidence of the moral law and the teaching of political economy" 13 . In that same Palgrave the entry Darwinism, which refers much more to Spencer than to Darwin, contains a confutation of the analogy, attributed to the former, between competition and "the struggle for existence among the lower animals" (Cannan [1894 (Cannan [ -99] 1925 . Later literature also examined economic subjects in Spencer's thought, such as his theory of hedonism 14 , and of land policy (Laurent 2004) , but above all his free market orientation 15 . The latter provoked a rather controversial debate, which we concentrate on here because of its importance in the context of our enquiry.
On the one hand, Spencer has been considered the first to recognize a "parallelism between economic laissez-faire and Darwinianism" (Keynes [1926 (Keynes [ ] 1972 . Incidentally, according to Schumpeter ([1954 Schumpeter ([ ] 1966 it is precisely the combination of evolutionism with a "naïve" version of laissez-faire which would explain its great success. The evolutionary grounds on which Spencer's free market orientation is founded are thus highlighted (Leonard 2011: 441) , at least starting from the 1880s 16 . The hope for a function exclusively negative of the state, strengthened by the imperatives of biology, was attributed to him from the beginning (Hofstadter 1944: 40) , sometimes as a consequence of the opposition between the "principle of individualism as against Statism" (Nock 1939: vii) . On the other hand, focusing on the years before the 1880s, Francis (1978) 12 We shall be coming back to these subjects, below. 13 This correspondence between Smith's ideas and those of Spencer was recently questioned by Werhane (2000) . 14 On this, Miller (1972) examines the following points: 1. Individual utility (hedonism), 2. Social utility and social welfare, 3. Social optimum. 15 Zafirovsky (1999: 604) , in a not very convincing article on the history of Economic Sociology, attributes to Spencer the interest in the following economic subjects: 1. Markets, exchange, and money, 2. Dual economy (rural-urban), 3. The division of labor (differentiation), 4. Economic development (dynamics). 16 In particular Norman (1982: 30) notes that in Spencer's early works, laissez-faire is deduced from a doctrine of natural rights, while in the 1880s "the idea of the spontaneous evolution of rules and institutions came to dominate his social thought". finds that Spencer was against laissez-faire, and that he became an advocate of this idea only in 1884, as a reaction to socialism 17 . Similarly Collard (2009: 240) , although concluding that Spencer was "more favorable to laissez-faire than to socialism", brings out his initial position against the private ownership of land. From a different perspective, also Hiskes (1983: 595) criticizes the perception of Spencer as the symbol of "the harsh excesses of the liberal state", arguing that despite his economic liberalism, he did not neglect altruism, and that he also supported the value of political community. The detailed studies of Levy and Peart (2004 should be linked to this interpretation, on the primacy of Spencer in the discussion of sympathy in evolution, and on his egalitarian utilitarianism. So there has always been interest in the economic features of Spencer's thought. As can be seen, the contributions attributed to him are to be found mainly in two areas: one related to his hypotheses on the motivations behind human behavior in the economic sphere, the other to subjects of economic policy. Neither of the two areas lies exactly within the confines of economic theory; so what leads us to make this contribution to the historiography about Spencer's role in economic thought?
The reason lies in the enormous impact some of his ideas have had on the discipline of economics. Even Schumpeter ([1954] 1966: 445) , who very definitely cannot be numbered among Spencer's admirers 18 , recognizes that his writings, together with those of Darwin, had a great influence on social scientists, especially on the generation of economists who constructed neoclassical orthodoxy 19 . Historiography has never systematically examined this strong interest in Spencer's thought: Miller (1972: 207) already complained about Spencer's "almost total neglect" in the history of economic thought. Obviously, research on individual economists does not omit to derive from the father of social evolutionism certain features of their theories. For example, the scholars of late classical economists have examined the philosophical discussions between Spencer and his oldest friend, J.S. Mill 20 , as well as the articles on him by his contemporary Cairnes in 1875 (Boylan and Foley 2004: 16) , or his arguments with the younger Sidgwick (Schneewind 1977) . A great follower of Spencer was Sumner (Bannister 1973) , whose theory of competition follows exactly in the footsteps of the idea of struggle for existence (Morgan 1993: 580) . As for Spencer's influence on the early neoclassical economists, the best known one is on Marshall, whose relation to Spencer has been the object of more than one study (Hodgson 1993; Laurent 2000; Moss 2010 ).
17 Francis (1979: 318) shares a similar opinion about Spencer with Lionel Robbins. 18 He classifies in just a couple of lines Spencer's theoretical construct as substantially irrelevant: "Spencer was a man of representative eminence who, to an amazing degree, was at the same time profound, clever, and silly" (Schumpeter [1954 (Schumpeter [ ] 1966 . 19 Also the influence that economists had on Spencer would deserve study, as has been the case with Darwin in the very remarkable historical reconstruction by Schweber (1980) . In a study of this kind his youthful friendship with Hodgskin would be relevant (Francis 1978: 320 But many others also felt they had to reckon with the ideas of the British evolutionist: one was the utilitarian Edgeworth (Peart and Levy 2005) , another was J.B. Clark, for whom "in the long run, the survival of the stronger was desirable" (Morgan 1993: 586) (Friedman 2013: 55-56) , and his importance was reiterated by Knight (1939: 408) 23 . Spencer even affected those who distanced themselves from him, like Ely (Morgan 1993: 583) 24 , and above all, Veblen 25 ; finally, we recall that Commons declared he had been "brought up" on Spencerism 26 .
Very many other economists of the age measured themselves against his ideas, since they were so fashionable, even without citing him explicitly: traces of Spencerian thought have been found for example in Jevons (Miller 1972: 223) , in H.C. Adams (Bannister 1979: 126) , and still others. The more recent economists owing something to Spencer are Hayek 27 and Buchanan 28 . Apart from these specific studies, we were unable to find a systematic inquiry into Spencer's sway over the economists which, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was both profound and extensive.
Spencer's books were best sellers in the years 1870-90, but his influence actually lasted from the 1850s to the 1920s. The reasons for his decline are mainly attributed to three causes: the anachronism of his optimistic idea of evolutionary progress with respect to the dramatic, tragic nature of what later happened (to start with, the shock of the First World War); the growing professionalization and specialization of the disciplines belonging to the area of the social sciences; and the identification of social darwinism with racism and imperialism (Mingardi 2011: 3-4) . To these reasons may be added others specifically concerning the discipline of economics, such as the inadequacy of "the looseness of Spencer's framework" (Miller 1972: 227) compared to the requirement of formalistic rigor of the neoclassical economists, and the gradual abandonment of biological analogies by mainstream economics, in favor of the return to those drawn from physics and mechanics (Hodgson 1993: 413) . Today biology has completely reconquered the interest of 21 Spencer's influence on J.B. Clark is also mentioned by Laurent (2004: 61) . 22 "Herbert Spencer's The Study of Sociology … had such a strong impact on him … that he definitely … became intensely involved with social phenomena" (Hayek 1992: 110) . 23 Cited in Levy and Peart (2009: 35) . 24 Commons recalls that in 1888 he had heard "Professor Ely denounce Herbert Spencer who had misled economists" (quoted in Hofstadter (1944: 34) ), while Bannister (1979: 132) mentions that for Ely Darwinian natural science neglects the ethical element. 25 Spencer's importance for Veblen is stated by Dorfman (1934) , who goes so far as to argue that Veblen's Theory of the Leisure Class should be read as a response to Spencer's ideas. Veblen, also a pupil of Sumner at Yale, is typically taken as an example to denounce the stereotyped interpretation of the link between Spencer's ideas and conservative economists (Bannister 1979: xxx; Leonard 2011: 447) . 26 The passage appears in Commons' autobiography, and is cited by Hofstadter (1944: 34) and others. 27 Norman (1982: 30) argues that Hayek paid "little attention to Spencer's social science and philosophy". Levy and Peart (2009: 30) admit that "Hayek wrote little on Spencer [but he] regarded Spencer as following an approach similar to his own". 28 Wagner (2014: 20) writes: "Buchanan's implicit sociology fits within the exchange tradition, as would the sociology of Herbert Spencer around Pareto's time".
economists, and evolutionary economics is developing again on new foundations (Hodgson 2002) .
We now move on to the second goal we set ourselves, that of contributing to the historiography on Spencer's reception in Italy, also not very extensive. However, on this subject it was possible to find some references, beginning with the years immediately after his death (Ranzoli 1904) , and also beyond (Orano 1918) , up until our own day (Beck 2004) . We deal with this literature later on in this article.
The intersection set of these two literatures (the one on Spencer's influence on the economists, and the one on his reception in Italy) is empty. In this case, too, the name of the evolutionist sociologist is rapidly cited in the biographies of the Italian positivists 29 , but derivation from Spencer of some of the ideas of the most influential of the Italian economists of this era has never been properly focused on. In this paper we investigate in particular the great importance of Spencer's theory of evolution and progress for the thought of two Italian economists who were very representative of the Italian economic thought in these years: Maffeo Pantaleoni (1857 Pantaleoni ( -1924 and Francesco Saverio Nitti (1868 Nitti ( -1953 . Pantaleoni is credited with being the first to apply marginalist analysis to public finance 30 ; he was also the author of a famous textbook, the first to systematize marginalist thought (Pantaleoni 1889) 31 . Internationally well known, he wrote very many entries for the first edition of the Palgrave dictionary (1894-99), and his paper on economic dynamics (1909) was discussed in a session of the American Economic Association's annual conference 32 . Nitti, in turn, conditioned Italian economic culture like few others, founding important reviews and associations, adopting as a Prime Minister economic and social policies, and putting together a remarkably extensive consensus. These two important Italian scholars, whose impact on the discipline in Italy was enormous, were on opposite sides with regard to economic methodology, as well as on the issue of government intervention in the economy. However, they both found their divergent inspiration in Spencer. Derivation from Spencer of the ideas of both the two Italian economists is an exemplary case for confronting an important historiographical question in the general study of his reception: indeed, right from the start his writings gave rise to interpretations not merely varied, but in opposition to each other. Already Owen (1891: 238) complains that Spencer "is quoted as an authority by both sides"; this occurred in many countries 33 and, as we shall be showing here, it happened quite sensationally in Italy. It is this phenomenon that led us to use the expression "heterogenesis of ends".
29 Boccardo (1881a Boccardo ( , 1881b , Cognetti de Martiis (1881), Messedaglia (1891) . 30 Pantaleoni's (1883) work was translated into English and published in Musgrave and Peacock (1967) . 31 Translated into English as Pure Economics (Pantaleoni 1898) . 32 The discussants were Clark, Patten, and Fetter (1910) . 33 At the already mentioned 2014 ESHET Conference, those taking part in the session in which this paper was presented noted a similar ambivalent reception for Spencer in the U.S. and Japan.
Spencer's theory of evolution
As we have seen, there are many features of Spencer's theory which attracted the economists; we shall be examining below the influence of his theory of population ( § 6 ). Here we analyze the unifying principles of his theory of evolution 34 .
The point of departure is his utilitarianism: Spencer believed that hedonism lay at the root of the motivations of human behavior, that ethical principles must be based on scientific laws, and that the final aim is the greatest happiness. According to Spencer, societies are destined to reach this objective thanks to the general law of evolution, a law of universal significance which for him was valid for both the biological and social world. In The Study of Sociology he argued: "That there is a real analogy between an individual organism and a social organism, becomes undeniable on observing that certain necessities determining structure are common to both" (Spencer 1873: 326) .
To explain both social and biological changes, he developed the idea of a progression from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous. According to Spencer, biological evolution proceeds from individual cells to complex organisms. The latter modify their characteristics to survive the environmental conditions which change with time. In this process the weaker or unfit element is fated to disappear. Thanks to the "law of the survival of the fittest" (Spencer 1872, I: 379), Spencer saw evolution as progressive. In fact, unlike Darwin, Spencer based his theory of evolution on Lamarck's idea of the inheritance of acquired characteristics: adaptation stimulates the search for conscious strategies to improve one's own physical and intellectual faculties, and these improvements are passed on to the generations which follow. This mechanism explains Spencer's evolutionary optimism, and his faith in the inevitability of progress. As we shall see, he believed the attainment of the final state of evolution was certain to happen.
The biological analogy enabled him to explain the entire history of humanity from the simple organization of prehistoric society up until the complexity of industrial society. He contrasted two models of society, coming one after the other, and whose values are very different: to begin with there is the "militant" society, violent and coercive, which then evolves into "industrial" society, peaceful and individualist. In this view, war is an instrument that militant societies used before the affirmation of complex societies; with the evolving of the process of civilization, industrialization and democratization, war is replaced by industrial competition (Spencer 1873: 346) .
Spencer saw this process of evolution in the forms of social relations as spontaneous: it does not get interrupted, unless obstacles appear to hinder its freedom to function. As this scheme of general evolution has in the individual its basic unit of analysis, society was analyzed as an aggregate made up of individuals, in which every "external" intervention leads to the interruption 34 Among the various analyses of Spencer's thought see P. Werhane (2000), J. Offer (2010), and A. Mingardi (2011). of the processes of evolution. As we mentioned earlier, according to Spencer the best organization for societies was a laissez-faire economy, with almost no form of government. In his most controversial work, The Man Versus the State (1884), Spencer specified that all the state's measures of intervention, from education to public utilities, from the railways to vaccination campaigns, from legislation in defense of the workers to public libraries, are obstacles to the functioning of the principle of evolution, as they involve some form of charity by the state and are realized through taxation.
Because of the differentiation and specialization of the components of society and of biological organisms, individual species become dependent on each other according to a law of the "division of physiological labour". Actually, for Spencer, complexity involves greater interdependency of the components of society. He stated that in addition to egoism, individuals are endowed with human sympathy, which lies at the basis of the sentiment of justice, of altruism, and of voluntary assistance. According to Spencer, in the advanced phases of evolution conflicts are destined to fade away, and the struggle for existence to produce not only competition, but also spontaneous cooperation. The final limit of evolution is hence a static society where individuals live happily and in peace.
Another very important aspect of Spencer's theory for our analysis, introduced in the first edition of Social Statics (1851), concerns the question of landed property. Spencer considered the law of equal freedom of every human being as a fundamental principle, to be applied to every situation in which collective and individual decisions should not interfere with the right of all individuals to see their own sphere of action respected. In the case of land, the principle of equality, according to Spencer, leads to the outcome that there should be no private property in land, but a form of co-heirship of all men to the soil, and this principle was for him consistent with the level of highest civilization (Spencer 1851: ch. IX). Spencer will eliminate the chapter on land only with the edition of Social Statics of 1892 (Spencer 1892 ), yet this hypothesis of the nationalization of the land should be borne in mind in the interpretation of a socialist kind of the theory of evolution, which as we shall be seeing, he will reject.
The Italian context
The historical context of our reconstruction coincides on the whole with the twilight of the Liberal Age 35 . In Italy this was a period of industrialization, strikes and lock-outs, of the extension of the electorate, but also of the rise of colonialism and nationalism, of the strengthening of socialism (reformist and maximalist), and of far-reaching policies of government intervention in 35 The Liberal Age in Italy is the period between Italian unification (1861) and the rise of fascism (1922). the economy. Then, in the transition phase between the end of World War I and the fascist era, the grave economic and social difficulties provoked two years of popular demonstrations which were violently stifled by the fascist para-military squads, until in 1922 Mussolini received a mandate from the king to form a government. From the point of view of the history of ideas, in this period we see historicist culture challenged by the glorious Italian marginalist school 36 , then a phase of contamination of paradigms and disciplines (historicism and statistics, economic sociology and biology, Marxism and marginalism), until corporatism was imposed by the fascist regime. From the 1890s to the 1910s the two main approaches to political economy which opposed each other in Italy were both represented by a prestigious journal: on the one hand the free trade oriented
Giornale degli economisti, re-born in 1890, which was strongly theoretical and also militantly committed; on the other its adversary La riforma sociale, founded in 1894, which defended a positivist and interventionist orientation, less theoretical and more eclectic. We have to remember that in Italy economic methodology has always been linked to ideology. The interesting point for us is that Pantaleoni was one of the owners of the former journal, whereas the founder of the latter was Nitti, and this made the two scholars so representative of Italian economic thought in the decline of the Liberal Age 37 . Between the two economists, although they both belonged to the liberal-radical area 38 , there was hence an open rivalry due to the great differences in method and vision, as well as personal ill-feeling at various levels 39 . Pantaleoni was a pure theoretician, very much free market oriented, while Nitti was a positivist believing in an active role for the state.
To fully grasp this historical period, however, we are certain one has to bear in mind the Spencerian theory of evolution. Put briefly, we shall be seeing how Italian economists in favor of a competitive market economy, like Pantaleoni, Francesco Ferrara and Tullio Martello, made use of the analogy with the theory of evolution understood as a spontaneous and natural process 40 . On the opposite side, historicist economists, like Gerolamo Boccardo and Angelo Messedaglia, also accepted the principle of evolution, this time to provide legitimacy for the positivist approach to the study of economic phenomena 41 . For example, Salvatore Cognetti De Martiis (1889), to demonstrate the contingency of socialism within the evolutionary process, studied the forms of "primitive socialism" of antiquity from which, through the effect of progress, we reached the 36 When speaking of this age of Italian economic thought it is of course essential to quote Schumpeter: "the most malevolent observer could not have denied that [Italian economics] was second to none by 1914" ([1954] 1976: 855) . 37 On this era of the history of Italian economic thought see Magnani (2003) , while on economic thought in Italy between 1870 and 1890 see Macchioro (1996) . 38 Pantaleoni belonged to the free trader faction of the Radical Party, in opposition to the social radicalism of Nitti (Orsina 2002) . 39 In 1895 the two of them competed for a post made available by the University of Naples, with Pantaleoni the winner. 40 Utilizing the theory of evolution, Ferrara and Martello in the Giornale degli Economisti harshly criticized the positivist orientation of the economists who adhered to the historical school. Martello's articles, published anonymously in 1891, were later collected in Martello (1912) . Pantaleoni will be analysed in the next section. 41 Boccardo (1881a) and (1881b), Messedaglia (1891), see also Macchioro (1970) . organization of capitalism. In the same way, supporters of socialism like Napoleone Colajanni and Enrico Ferri, as we shall be seeing below, interpreted the principle of evolution in terms of a process of transformation of society which led towards the affirmation of the rights of all the workers 42 . This brief survey of the positions of just a few of the Italian economists around the end of the nineteenth century gives an idea of how far the orientation of Pantaleoni and Nitti with regard to Spencer's theoretical framework was actually representative of the entire Italian context.
Pantaleoni
Pantaleoni cites Spencer from his first work (1882) Pantaleoni never wrote an essay specifically on Spencer 49 , but he made ample use of his theory. His universal selectionism in actual fact represents the element of continuity in his intellectual development, one otherwise characterized by radical shifts. We begin by examining the occasions where Pantaleoni explicitly cites the English sociologist, dividing his career into 42 Colajanni (1884 ), Ferri (1894 . For Owen (1891: 176) , too, scientific socialism is compatible with Spencer's theory because it is "essentially evolutionary, and regards the advance toward civilization as the steady unfolding of an organism". 43 In his first work Pantaleoni (1882: xciii) cites Spencer's "ultimate ideas". 44 Spencer's most important publications of these years were: The Man versus the State (1884a), The Principles of Ethics (1892-93) , and the posthumous An Autobiography (1904) . 45 Groenewegen (1998: 49) points out this difference between the positivists and the pure theorists, and briefly illustrates some reasons why Pantaleoni cannot be considered a positivist. 46 Letter to Loria of 17 March 1892 , in Fiorot (1976 . 47 Michelini (2011, ch. 15 ) derives extensively from Spencer Pantaleoni's positions in the final phase of the latter's life. Other studies associate to Spencer Pantaleoni's selectionism (Del Vecchio 1925: 218; Michelini 1998: 70; Bini 2012) , and hedonism (Fisher 1898; Groenewegen 1998: 48; Bellanca and Giocoli 1998: 49; Michelini 1998: 70) . 48 This interpretation of Spencer's theory by De Viti coincides with that of Hodgson (1993: 410) , who brings out "the supreme law of progress". 49 After Spencer's death, in a letter (of 18 December 1905) to Benedetto Croce, Pantaleoni asks him (in vain) to write an article for the Giornale degli economisti on Spencer (Michelini 1998: 28) . This article was probably written by Emilio Cossa (1906) . three principal phases: the first (1882-1897), in which he is a pure economist who utilizes marginalist theory in innovative ways; the second (1898) (1899) (1900) (1901) (1902) (1903) (1904) (1905) (1906) (1907) (1908) (1909) (1910) (1911) (1912) (1913) (1914) , in which he goes well beyond the limits of economic theory and experiments with methodological and disciplinary contaminations, in particular between economics, biology and sociology; and the third (1915) (1916) (1917) (1918) (1919) (1920) (1921) (1922) (1923) (1924) , more markedly political, in which he becomes a nationalist, and then adheres to fascism.
In his first phase Pantaleoni ([1887] 1904: 165-166) uses biology to corroborate the hedonist premise of marginalism: "the sensations of pleasure -he writes, citing Spencer (1879) -are such only insofar as they are appropriate to the preservation of life" 50 . This concept is reiterated in his well known Pure Economics ([1889] 1898: 15), through the words of Spencer himself: "pleasuregiving acts are life-sustaining acts" 51 . He also attributes to the British philosopher the "relativity of sensations of pleasure and pain" which, he writes, "is an economic fact of the greatest importance,
[as] a long series of economic theorems is based upon it" ([1889] 1898: 17). It will be remembered that in Spencer's philosophy the prevalence of the psychological aspect in the explanation of human behavior was one of the factors that decreed its abandonment (Skorupsky 2014).
Nevertheless, we note here that it is precisely this aspect that contributed to its success among the economists, since it provided a scientific basis to the foundations of microeconomics in its initial stages. As for the case of conflicts between self-preservation and the welfare of the species, Pantaleoni thinks that natural selection eliminates those kinds of egoists whose acts are not conducive to the survival of their species. However, he leans on Spencer when stating that also the kind of egoist who identifies "his own maximum happiness with that of his species" has to preserve himself first ([1889] 1898: 20-22) 52 : in this way he validates the hypothesis of homo oeconomicus. Pantaleoni is again echoing Spencer when he explains another psychological law: with evolution there is an indefinite progression of wants (and relative pleasures), not only addressed to "direct means of satisfaction", but also to the instruments to realize them (Pantaleoni [1889] 1898: 55) 53 . Then he finally draws on Spencer (1851) to argue how, in a system of paper money, one may do without the state (Pantaleoni [1889] 1898: 232) 54 . As well as Pure Economics, it is important to mention in this phase two other occasions when Spencer's name is linked to Pantaleoni's. In these years they are both strongly free market oriented 55 , and in 1891 Pantaleoni writes that one of the Italian "followers of the extremest individualism" is "as much opposed to 50 In this paper the translations are ours, where they are not already available. 51 This citation, like almost all the others from Spencer in Pantaleoni's Pure Economics, comes from The Data of Ethics (Spencer 1879 ). It's interesting to notice that here Pantaleoni assimilates this concept to the theory of Pietro Verri, the famous philosopher of the Italian enlightenment. 52 This subject will be taken up again and explored in detail in Pantaleoni (1892). Miller's comment (1972: 211) on Spencer highlights the close similarity to Pantaleoni: "Spencer distinguished between the welfare of society as an entity and the aggregate of happiness of the individuals composing it" (211). 53 Spencer's theory of instrumental vs direct commodities is also recalled in Pantaleoni ([1889] 1898: 84) . 54 This is the only time, in Pure Economics, where Pantaleoni quotes from Social Statics (Spencer 1851) . 55 We spoke of the attribution to Spencer of a free market orientation in section 2. nearly every function of the State as anything Herbert Spencer has written on the subject" (Pantaleoni 1891: 767) . We also think this is the place to mention a letter (Dec. 25, 1891) Pareto wrote to Pantaleoni. The former praises the Belgian economist Gustave de Molinari because in his opinion he transferred Spencer's ideas into Political Economy, and adds: "I feel that in that area a very great deal may be done" (Pareto [1891] 1960: 130-131). Pareto thus makes explicit a program of research which both will pursue, if along very different lines (Dardi 2014 ). Pantaleoni's universal selectionism emerges in this phase also in private letters, without even citing explicitly the source that inspired him, when he writes: "Insofar as being 'best fitted to benefit the environment' 56 , neither history, nor ethics, nor any other discipline gives us the criterion to decide about it, our own historical and moral criteria themselves being an outcome of the selection" 57 .
From the beginning of his second phase, in 1898, Pantaleoni abandons static analysis, and takes to exploring beyond the confines of economics as a discipline: on the one hand he incorporates categories and methods from sociology and biology 58 in his analysis of economic phenomena, and on the other he applies economic logic to social, historical and political realities.
In this phase many more features of Spencer's theories enter into the development of his arguments. For example, in a conference on the "strong" and the "weak" in economics (Pantaleoni 1898a) , delivered before the British Economic Association, he makes much use of biological metaphors 59 . In another one, he explicitly draws upon Spencer's ideas on voluntary cooperation (Spencer 1876 (Spencer -1896 , using it to express his opposition to the socialist, and very different, idea of cooperatives. In particular, he recalls with what elegance Spencer has known how to break down "every activity of a nation into military cooperation and industrial cooperation" (Pantaleoni [1898b 60 . He then cites him to a considerable extent on the propitiating character of gifts in an historical study of the origins of barter (1899). But above all, he derives the psychological motivations of exchange as a voluntary act from Spencer (1855) ; it is in this context that he faithfully follows Spencer's conception of justice with reference to "every act whose effects are appropriate to the preservation of the species" (Pantaleoni [1913 61 . 56 In English in the original. 57 Letter to Loria of 17 March 1892 , in Fiorot (1976 . The subject Pantaleoni deals with in this letter is anti-Semitism, on which see Michelini (2011) . 58 Del Vecchio (1925: 218) even goes so far as to say that for Pantaleoni economics itself is a biological science. 59 On this essay, Becattini (1987: 794) notes Pantaleoni's "acceptance of many of the concepts typical of evolutionist sociology (e.g. his distinction between predatory, parasitical and mutualistic settlements)". 60 In a letter (April 16, 1897) to the Italian socialist, positivist and evolutionist Napoleone Colajanni, Pantaleoni explains that his work on cooperatives originated in an argument with the French economist Charles Gide (Ganci 1959: 331) . It was followed by an article where Gide defends cooperation, citing Spencer's forecast of its glorious future (Gide 1898: 490) . The correct interpretation of Spencer seems to us to be that of as Nock (1939: vii) notes, for Spencer: "society should be organized on the basis of voluntary cooperation, not on the basis of compulsory cooperation". See also Hiskes (1983) . 61 Hiskes' belief (1983: 496) that "Spencer's case for liberty is made entirely on the grounds that evolutionary progress requires it" is thus valid also for Pantaleoni. Leonard (2011: 446) writes: "proponents of laissez-faire argued the best way
In his third phase, with the Great War, and then with the Soviet revolution, Pantaleoni's optimistic evolutionism, itself deriving from Spencer, suffers a serious blow; despite this, he still believes that the laws of nature where social phenomena are concerned will prevail 62 . We find references to Spencer on a social organism of the industrial type moving backwards to one of the military type: Pantaleoni firmly believes that a backward step of this kind, caused by the war, is only part of the story and will be temporary (Pantaleoni [1916 ). Writing on the presumed age of the various nations, he reasons at length on the hereditary nature of acquired characteristics which Spencer (1864-67) had taken from Lamarck, as also on the ramifications of the evolving features of economic institutions . The alarm he expresses on the political developments after the war is connected again to a subject discussed by Spencer (1868) with "great persistence and anxiety", that is to say: what "will happen to individual liberties and paternalism, or to coercion" (Pantaleoni 1918: 120) . Finally, he (Pantaleoni 1919: 62) acknowledges Spencer for having forecast and deeply analyzed the consequences of the war many years beforehand in his The coming of slavery (1884b). During this phase, Pantaleoni's social darwinism is associated with nationalism, according to the most frequent use of the expression during these years of war (Hodgson 2004: 449) , although not according to Spencer himself.
Besides the occasions when Spencer is cited or directly suggested in Pantaleoni's writings, we feel we can affirm that his borrowing -through Spencer -from the natural sciences served to give scientific foundations to his vision, always understood in Schumpeter's sense, which the Italian economist maintains throughout his life. In his works, all of them written with the political aim of combating socialism, many of Spencer's ideas form the theoretical basis of a construct we can sum up as follows. Egoism is a universal sentiment: the result of pursuing pleasure is self preservation. With selection, the best win out, and this is right and necessary for social evolution. Inequality, the premise and effect of the struggle for existence, cannot be eliminated 63 . As in nature, where selection saves the species, in society collective interests have to prevail over individual interests 64 . The only class capable of recognizing and pursuing the general interest is the small, western, educated élite, industrious, innovative, and civilized, which history has selected. It is the only one interested in reproducing the conditions for selection, and it has to do this having recourse to coercion. Progress depends on the ability of this élite to defend the social dynamic and to improve the race was by Spencerian bootstrapping, for individuals to purposefully improve their mind and bodiesnatural selection". 62 Michelini (2011: 110) traces in this phase, too, of Pantaleoni's thought, the "Spencerian metaphysics". 63 Similarly, Hodgson (1993: 410) remarks that for Spencer, unlike Darwin, "diversity was more significant as the teleological result of the evolutionary process, rather than its essential starting point". 64 There is a clear analogy with Spencer's arguments. For example, Miller (1972: 209) says of him: "In the early stages of man's development the utility of society often conflicted with social utility, and it was the role of certain coercive institutions to subserve the interests of the welfare of society". transmit its characteristics to succeeding generations so that selection may continue 65 . In addition, in the Anglo-Saxon countries, which are further ahead on the path of progress, "public spirit is more generous, … more noble than elsewhere the employment of great fortunes, … more courtly and honorable a man's conduct towards a woman, … more sensitive the use humanity makes of animals" (Pantaleoni [1900] 1925: 267) 66 . As one can see, Pantaleoni is perfectly in line with the "analytical hierarchicalism" (Peart and Levy 2008: 240) of his age, and with the then widespread conviction of the Anglo-Saxons' racial superiority (Peart and Levy 2008: 340) . Moreover, for him, social mobility is possible for those who accept competition using their own abilities, but not for the losers who ask to be assisted by the state. Society must not violate natural selection by protecting the incapable. If persuasion is insufficient, force will have to be used. The strong normative connotation of Pantaleoni's system, soon noticed by Fisher (1898), has an important political consequence: that the government has to be very small and very strong 67 . It is well known that in this phase he adhered to fascism 68 , and supported the pro free market economic policy of its first government. In spite of the dramatic political events of this period, Pantaleoni will always continue to affirm this vision -as is shown by the fact that he extensively reiterates its validity in his obituary of Pareto, written a short while before his own death (Pantaleoni 1924) 69 -even if accompanied by a continuous very private brooding over it 70 .
As can be seen, Pantaleoni's interpretation of Spencer's philosophy was not so very different from Hofstadter's (1944: 40-41) : for the latter "Social Darwinism was a reactionary creed, largely associated with the promotion of racism, nationalism and competitive strife" (Hodgson 2004: 446) . To tell the truth, Pantaleoni often makes judgments that would be condemned as racist today, in both a broad and strict sense 71 ; he belongs very much to that school, quite typical of his age, which made a "systematic use of a biological, deterministic discourse to explain and remedy, often using racial categories, the root causes of economic problems" (Leonard 2008: 359) 72 . At the start of our study we referred to the fact that it was precisely this kind of approach to Spencer's theory which was one of the reasons for his decline 73 . As is well known, and as we shall be showing soon, there have been profoundly different interpretations of his thought.
Nitti
The youthful Francesco Saverio Nitti (1868 Nitti ( -1953 , during the 1890s, tried to emerge as a professional scholar within the Italian academia. In 1891 he published his first successful work, Il socialismo cattolico, and in 1894 La popolazione e il sistema sociale 74 . This latter volume is the one where the influence of Spencer on the formation of Nitti's economic interpretation of the processes of population growth is extremely clear.
La popolazione is a historical study of economic doctrines centered on population theories.
Every theory Nitti analyses is seen in relation to the social environment and the historical period in which it was disseminated. He dedicated the study to Achille Loria, explaining that this depended both on the argument of the essay, and on the general conception and methodology he was inspired by 75 . In his dedication to Loria, Nitti set out the plan of his work: "In the first part of this book I demonstrated the way almost all the most important demographic doctrines originated directly in the environment which produced them: in the second part I tried, with the experience of biology, statistics and economics, to reformulate what I believe to be the true law of population" (Nitti [1894 (Nitti [ ] 1971 . In the first part of the essay, drawing upon the approach of the German economist Von Miakowski, Nitti interprets the history of doctrines on population, and in general conceives of economic doctrines, as the outcome of the influence of the "philosophy of poverty" and the "philosophy of wealth". He writes: "On one side an entire array of economists only argues for hypotheses which imply fatality, necessity, and inalterability; on the other an array of writers fawning upon popular passions, turning themselves into promoters of doctrines implying immediate changes and profound turmoil" (ibid.: 486). In this way every economic doctrine can be traced back to the environment which promoted it and supported it in defense of its own interests.
The two opposing philosophies, of wealth and poverty, express themselves, as far as the doctrines of population are concerned, in the direction of pessimism or optimism. According to the pessimistic tendency, the control of population growth is necessary in view of the scarcity of resources required for sustenance. For the optimists, no control of the population is necessary in that it regulates its size according to the availability of the resources. 73 In Hodgson (2004: 428) 's words: "Social Darwinism has been blamed for providing ideological and pseudo-scientific motivations for a number of twentieth-century horrors. These include eugenics, two world wars, Nazism and the Holocaust". 74 F. Barbagallo (1987) , p. XV, XLI-XLII. Between 1894 and 1897 La Popolazione e il sistema sociale was translated into English, Spanish and French. 75 According to Dal Pane (1971: XIV) Loria, in his own personal interpretation of Marx "had postulated the need to trace the historical causes of economic doctrines, which meant making the economic theory of the writers of economics".
The review of the economic theories of population starts from the pre-Malthusian and arrives at contemporary English, French, Russian, and Italian theories. But all the reviewing is firmly oriented towards the confutation of Malthusian theory. In the conclusions to the first part of the work Nitti reiterates that "Malthus' doctrine was no less than an occasional political doctrine, a protest of conservative individualism, directed against a faith in human perfectibility of economic radicalism; (…) countries that have a high birth rate still follow Malthusianism, those with low ones reject it" (ibid.: 589). But research on theories of population should turn to a careful examination of all the factors which influenced the demographic dynamic.
In the second part of his work, Nitti sets out his own ideas on population, placing Spencer's theories at the centre of his analysis. Spencer's biological approach to population (1852) was a great influence on this work of Nitti's, insofar as it explained that the process of civilization was closely connected to a decrease in human fertility. In short, according to Spencer human fertility diminishes with the process of evolution. This biological approach had behind it a tradition consolidated in the nineteenth century, attempting to confute the Malthusian theory which held that population growth was unalterable in every country and in every age, proceeding in its famous geometrical progression. In Spencer's analysis, on the contrary, "the forces preservative of race are two (…): power to maintain individual life, and power to propagate the species (…). We have seen that for the continuance of any race of organisms it is needful that the power of selfpreservation and the power of reproduction should vary inversely" (ibid. pp. 9-12). This simple principle, deriving once again from a biological analogy, for Spencer explains the reasons why the human species, by progressively concentrating on preservative processes, has in part compromised its capacity to reproduce. In Nitti's reconstruction this implies that "a great fertility is always accompanied by great mortality. Each higher degree of organic evolution is accompanied by a lower degree of fertility" (Nitti [1894 (Nitti [ ] 1971 . In conclusion, for Nitti the "essential truth of Spencer's doctrine" is that of prefiguring, through the process of evolution, the achievement of a population "perfectly well-balanced" (ibid.: 559). Spencer's analysis, for Nitti, nevertheless requires integration with the consideration of other factors, not strictly biological, which influence the demographic dynamic. These factors concern the cultural and economic evolution of every people. On this, Nitti introduces a classification in three categories of the causes influencing the increase or standstill in the population: 1. moral and psychical causes: religion, morality and aesthetics; 2. social causes: the political organization, social divisions; 3. economic causes: wealth distribution (ibid.: 622). Bonar (1894) in The Economic Journal argued that Nitti's "new law" of population in its first part would probably have been accepted by Malthus himself, given that he was simply affirming that "when men are at once more civilized and more alive to their best individual interests as intelligent human beings, they will see to it that families do not grow beyond their food" (ibid.: 507). The second part is for Bonar only an "enthusiastic prophecy" which requires explanation given that it prefigures a not properly specified "rhythmical variations of demographic evolution".
As we saw earlier, the demographic evolution to which Nitti refers is directly borrowed from Spencer's analysis 76 .
Nitti's enthusiasm for Spencer disappears immediately after the publication of Population and the Social System. Without openly admitting it, he distances himself from Spencer's sociobiological approach in the years immediately following. In La Scienza delle Finanze ([1903-36] 1972), which for many years was the manual Nitti used for his teaching, he rejected from the very beginning the study of sociology, and questioned the scientific basis of the discipline. According to 76 Other negative criticisms are in A. Hadley (1895); A. Llano (1900: 502-03) ; T. Isenburg (1977: 61) ; while G. Fiamingo (1895: 247) argues that "Nitti, in spite of himself, is simply a follower of Spencer".
Nitti, empirical verification in sociology is extremely problematic, and in any case subject to "errors and deviations" (ibid. 31). What he rejects in sociology is, first, its claim to construct an overall theoretical system to explain the general functioning of society. In his opinion, for this sociology "is destined to remain sterile" (ibid. 33). Secondly, Nitti rejects the biological analogy which is basic to the Spencerian theory that influenced his analysis of population. In Nitti's words:
"to say that the state and societies are governed by the same laws which regulate organisms can only be an analogy. In actual fact all those theories which by basing themselves on the apparent similarities between society and living organisms, and then deriving from them laws and relations regarding the development and future of society, not only have no foundation, but it may be said have often contributed to increase the chaos and confusion" (ibid: 55).
Heterogenesis of ends
To understand in greater depth what we have called the "heterogenesis of ends" of Spencer's thought in Italy, we believe that we now need to extend our horizons to include the debates generated by the reception and analyses of Spencer's work by Italian sociologists. The first translation of Spencer into Italian was The Study of Sociology (Spencer 1873) in 1881, and this was followed by The Principles of Sociology (1876 Sociology ( -1896 . It is significant that out of his massive scientific production, only the volumes of sociology were first translated into Italian, and then in two different translations (Spencer 1881 (Spencer ,1881 (Spencer -1889 (Spencer , 1904 (Spencer , 1922 77 .
The reception accorded to Spencer's sociological principles was enthusiastic. For Ranzoli In 1895, the sociologist Giuseppe Fiamingo, in an article in The American Journal of Sociology explained why in Italy the sociological approach had not developed at the same pace as that of other European countries (especially France, Germany and England). According to him there were two reasons for the "delay" in Italy of the development of sociological theory. The first was due to the "hegemony" Francesco Ferrara's political economy exercised over sociological studies, and the second related to the "confusion" between sociology and socialism, in the work of Napoleone Colajanni and Enrico Ferri. For the first reason, according to Fiamingo, Ferrara and the Italian economists who adhered to his perspective incorporated a sociological approach into the discipline of political economy, impeding the development of an alternative to economic reasoning for the analysis of the evolution of social systems. In the words of Fiamingo: "political economy (…) was understood as a comprehensive and general social science, upon which all the other special social sciences should be based. This economic science, however, lacked many of the requisites essential for transforming it into a true sociology" (Fiamingo 1895: 343) .
For the second, in 1884 Colajanni included in his book Il Socialismo a chapter entitled "The ideal of Spencer is socialistic", in order to confute the utilization for anti-socialist purposes of social Darwinism deriving from Spencer. In the second edition of 1898 he explained that he had mistakenly interpreted Spencer's theory because of the fact that, at the time of the first edition, he had not read many of his works (Isenburg 1977: 57) . The most sensational case was that of Enrico Ferri, a jurist of the sociological school, who joined the Partito Socialista Italiano in 1893, and in 1894 published Socialismo e Scienza Positiva: Darwin-Spencer-Marx (Ferri 1894) 78 . Ferri's aim was: to demonstrate that Marxian socialism (…) is the only practical and fruitful complement in social life of that modern scientific revolution, which, inaugurated several centuries back by the revival of the experimental method in all branches of human knowledge, has triumphed in our days, thanks to the labours of Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer. It is true that Darwin, and especially Spencer, stopped short half-way from the final conclusions of religious, political and social order, which necessarily follow from their indisputable premises. But that is only an individual episode, which cannot stop the inevitable march of science or delay the fulfillment of its practical consequences, which accord admirably with the saddest necessities of contemporary life. This is but one more obligation to us to render justice to the scientific and political life of Karl Marx, who completes the renovation of modern scientific thought. 78 See Beck (2005) .
Ferri (1894: XI)
As recalled by Beck: "Ferri's theory was that socialism is the natural continuation of Darwinism and Spencerian Evolutionism. He maintained that the struggle for existence was the basic law in both nature and society (…). While in the first stages of social evolution the law of the struggle for existence takes precedence over the law of solidarity, as the division of labor grows (…) the law of cooperation becomes predominant" (Beck 2005: 311-12) . The interpretations of Spencer's theory in Italy thus turn out to be in conflict with the ideas of Spencer himself. There is conclusive proof of this in a letter Spencer wrote to La Riforma in 1895 to confute Ferri's argument on his presumed socialist orientation (Beck 2005 : 319, Isenburg 1977 79 .
With regard to this quite considerably complex reception of sociological theories in Italy, Vilfredo Pareto, in his Cour d'économie politique, on the one hand significantly argued that the theses of Francesco Ferrara were consistent with the general principles of social organization, and on the other criticized the idea of the state that socialist thinking derived from the principle of evolution (1896-7, II: 56-58).
Conclusion
This study set out to explore the subject of the influence of Herbert Spencer's work on Italian economic thought of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. We took as our examples of this influence two writers who were emblematic of the economic thought of this period: Maffeo Pantaleoni and Francesco Saverio Nitti. Both used Spencer's analysis of the evolution of the "social organism" to the full, but drew opposite conclusions for their theory and policy recommendations. Whereas Pantaleoni unconditionally accepted Spencer's theory of evolution and progress, and carried to extreme consequences the social implications deriving from that theory, other theoreticians like Nitti (and Colajanni) adhered to Spencer's perspectives thinking that they had found in that theory a reformist approach to the development of society. Just a few years later, however, the latter rejected Spencer's approach and questioned its scientific foundation.
The social, political and economic events of this intense and dramatic period of Italian history, as also the behavior of the Italian government in response to them, provoked divergent commentary from the two economists who, from opposite sides, shared the conviction that it was 79 Ferri replied to the editor of the journal by arguing that "the personal opinion of H. Spencer is a different matter from the logical consequence of the scientific theories on universal evolution which he has developed farther and better than any other man, but of which he has not the official monopoly nor the power to prohibit their free expansion by the labor of other thinkers", in Beck (2005: 319) . urgent to provide indications and critical positions on possible reforms 80 . But as we have seen, though they both leant heavily on Spencer's theories, they took conflicting positions on which economic subject should take responsibility for promoting the process of evolution. For Pantaleoni individuals belonging to the élites should govern the progress of society, whereas it is clear that for Nitti, only the centralized planning of the state could provide the initial impulse to this process.
In conclusion, this reconstruction of the Italian context has allowed us to uncover the heterogenesis of ends in the following three areas: (i) the debates between sociologists and economists on the autonomy of sociology as a discipline; (ii) the debates between economists and political thinkers on the relationship between Spencer's sociology, and Socialism (Colajanni) and Marxism (Ferri); (iii) the debates among economists (liberal and historical) on the methodological consequences arising from the use of the Spencerian theoretical approach. Therefore, our explanation of the heterogenesis of ends lies not only in the process of dissemination of the ideas that we have illustrated here, but also in the basic characteristics of Spencer's theories themselves which were evolutionary, scientific and secular, as well as with the theoretical requirements contingent on the Italian context.
